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The sole survivor of the ill-fated ISA mission is now stranded on Mars. Having been designated a
bio-hazard by Earth, any hope of returning home is all but gone. She is alone, isolated, and
abandoned.That is, until another human shows up in the main colony airlock. However, he's barely
alive and soon dies without regaining consciousness. More disturbing though, a DNA test identifies
him as a colonist who has already died, several years earlier â€” impossible as that may
be.Nevertheless, there is only one place he could have come from, the mine on the far side of the
Jezero crater â€” Colony Two. An outpost they had presumed was long dead. But if he survived,
maybe there are others still alive?She now has no choice but to attempt the dangerous journey
across the crater to investigate. Because if she doesnâ€™t find some answers soon, her only future
is to die alone on Mars.
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Colony Two Mars is a great action-adventure extension of the original story line. I enjoyed it even
more than the first. Great characters, good pacing, engaging premise. If you liked Colony One Mars,

then you'll definitely want to continue on. If you haven't read either, download both and light one off
the other. There's a set-up for a third. Looking forward to it.

Despite its flaws, I liked the two books. A few original ideas, a bit of character development, and a
clear vision of a Mars project. Gerald Kilby should get a professional copyeditor to clean up the text
of its many typos. Some of the key elements don't make sense: why would genetic experiments be
okay on Mars? Mars won't be a lawless place: UN treaties already cover it. And there's no point in
sending the genetics team to Mars; they could do their research on Earth. But whatever. The idea of
Dr. Malbec in the biodome with Gizmo is nice as a new Eden and could have been further
developed. A few threads started and then dropped, such as the Norwegian billionaire. But it wasn't
at all necessary to the story, so it could be removed altogether. There could also be more details in
how the colony functions. In any case, it's a good story.

Kinda like the Martian but not. You can read the trailer. ThereAre so many scifi books that are about
armadas of ships fighting. Refreshing to read about a group of astronauts closer to our time. I read
both books one and two. Suggest other folks should read them in order too. Thanks to the author.
Waitingfor book three.

I enjoyed both books in this series for several reasons; one is that the author is a very good writer,
and second is that he includes some cutting edge science such as the EM propulsion unit used for
the Mars voyage. Both elements allow the reader to fully immerse themselves in the story rather
than be distracted by poor writing or simple fantasy.

I think that this book had a great story line. We have to remember this is Science Fiction. This book
was written for the enjoyment of the reader. I was very pleased with this book and look forward to
the next one.

Part Two of the Colony Mars series had a lot more action than the first but I think I was expecting a
deeper story than the "Clone War Revolt" that developed. Hopefully Colony Three Mars will elevate
the series back in more of a positive direction.

liked both one and two a lot. there's a little mix of George orwells fatality of the human condition and
Joan of ark heroism in this second book. I think GK has a few messages to convey. a very

enjoyable read.

It was a good read but I would have enjoyed a more expansive character development. Maybe a
better understanding of the evil vs good intentions of the earth forces would make an interesting plot
.
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